APPLICATION FORM
THOMAS J. WATSON FOUNDATION
FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
On-Campus Deadline at the CLS (1127 Park St.):
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 2014, at 5:00 p.m.

Name of Applicant: ____________________________
College Box #:

Anticipated graduation date:

Telephone:

E-mail address:
Major(s): ______________________________________________________
GPA:

Advisor(s):

Please provide the names and email addresses of the two individuals who will be sending reference
forms on your behalf:
Name

Email

1.
2.

WATSON PROJECT
Title of Watson Project (175 characters or fewer; you do NOT need to use a colon):

Brief summary of proposed project (including countries to be visited):

If you anticipate spending more than $1,000 of the stipend to purchase any equipment to carry out
your proposed project, you will need the advance approval of the Foundation. Please list your
equipment needs, if any, and indicate if your total equipment purchases would exceed $1,000.

APPLICANT NAME: ____________________________________________
WATSON APPLICANT
Because the Watson Fellowship emphasizes the “person” first and project second, we ask you to
supply a short biographical summary that we can use in our materials and publications. Within the
100 word limit, feel free to mention your accomplishments while also demonstrating how your
project might be rooted in your past and/or present life. Indeed, because Watson projects often grow
organically out of who you are and what you’ve done, it is especially nice for the biography to
reflect such connections. Examples are available on Grinnell’s Watson webpage.

Date & place of birth: _____________________________

Citizenship: ___________________

Passport Country: __________________ If not a US citizen, are you a permanent resident?
______
Postgraduate study and future career possibilities:

Current marital status: ____________________

Do you intend to have a spouse and/or

dependant child accompany you on your Watson Fellowship? ______________________________
Secondary School (name, city & state) and year graduated:
_________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Do you have any medical or other conditions which may preclude or limit your ability to carry out
your proposed project? _____________ If yes, please explain how you would carry out your
project on a separate page.
Are you aware of any reason why you would be unable to pursue a Watson Fellowship abroad for a
continuous year? ______________ If yes, please explain on a separate page.

APPLICANT NAME: ____________________________________________

All previous foreign travel & experience living outside the United States
Applicants for the Watson Fellowship may have extensive previous foreign travel experience or none at
all. We request the following information only to assist in evaluating the project proposal and to have a
better understanding of the applicant’s overall background. In the space below, please list all countries
or areas lived in or visited, including the reason for travel, dates of travel (MM/YY to MM/YY), and
total number of months you spent in the country (this includes study abroad programs). If your travel
experience will not fit in this space, please add an amendment with this information.:

Language proficiency
In the space below, please list all languages other than English that you speak. Please rate your
proficiency in one of three categories: A) Very Good to Fluent, B) Fair to Intermediate, or C)
Elementary.
Language(s)

Proficiency

Proposed Project Countries
Complete the table below, listing all of your proposed project countries, your highest level of
proficiency in any one of each country’s official languages (using the same 3-level scale as in the last
question), and any previous time spent in that country. For purposes of space, only 5 slots are listed
here, but that should not indicate a limit on the number of countries you should visit; if you plan to visit
more than five countries, simply add an amendment creating this table for all the countries you need.
Country

Language Proficiency (A, B, C)

Previous time in country

Activities:
Please list the extracurricular activities, including clubs, sports, volunteer work and jobs, that have most
occupied your time since you began college; also indicate how many hours you spend per week or per
month on each activity.

